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ABSTRACT
Observationsof the flux of nuclei with an energyof
IO N[eVper nucleonon the Salyut-7 Station in September
I984 are presented.The observed flux is smallerby a
factor of 50 than the flux detected in _y, I9BI.
I. Introduction. We contluue investigationsof the fluxes of nuc-
lei with energiesof 8-30_eV per nucleon in the erbits of scier_i-
fic stations(inclination_ 50°, height _350 kn).The noted nuclei
cannot get into these orbits from the interplanetaryspace because
of the Insuf_ient magnetic rigidity.In ref. /I/ the nuclei ob-
served in I973/7_year were interpretedas the particlesof the
anomalous cosmic:ray componentwhich, accordlngto ref. /2/,are
the slngly-chargedatoms. Our preceding experimentperformed in_iay,
I98I /3/ spes/_ein favour of the magnetosphericorlg_ of the ob-
served particles,_hich was first suggestedin ref. /4/.
This paper reportsthe preliminaryresultsof a new experiment
made with the improvedtechniqueenablesone both to measure the
flux of nuclei and te fix the registrationpoint in the orbit.
0 2. Experiment. We used an instr_nentwith 3 stacks of 3.7xi2.5cm2
dielectrictrack detectors.Each stack contained]D sheets CN-85 of
I00 m_n thick and was protectedsgalnstthe ultravioletsolar radia-
tlon by tv_ layers ef altmttuiEed]_vsau film 1.4 mg/_ 2 in tot_
thic_ess. During the experimentthe 3 mm thick A1 scree_ was dis-
placed above two stacks(No.I and No.2) to cover one of them depen-
ding on the value of proton flux incidentupon the iustrtm_it.In
the region of the Brasil magnetic:anomalywhen the proton flux _x-
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c,.eec_e_ID2 -2 -Icm see the s_reen covered the stack No.I an_ the nuc-
lei were deteeZed with the stack No .2. Outside the Brasil magnetic
anomaly the screen co_ered the stack No .2 and the nuclei were de-
tected with No.I. The stack No.3 was open throt_ the exposure
time. _he overall weight of the instzt_ent with the self-contalned
power supply and detectors was. ,.-,2 I_.
The instrument was delivered i_to the orbit on August I5,1984,
On Septembem I9 the InstrtEent was installed in the Salyut-7 lock-
-chsmber and was exposed to space, The e_pos_re time was I32 hours.
On Oatober 2, _ the detectors were returnedto the E_rth.
3. _al.ysis. The detectors were etched and the developed tracks
weme analysed. In each stack we revealed about a ht_xlredof nuclei
most of which got iuto the stacks during the 43-day storage within
the statIsn. _hese so-ca/led "bacFground" tracks are produced by
the nuclei with an energy of several hundreds of NieVsper nucleon
in outer space. B_ing decelerated in the walls and matter of the
station elements, some nuclei possessing an energy < 25 _leVper
nucleon, arrived at the deteetors and came to rest in the cellu-
lose nitrate film. The density of backErotmd nuclei is the same
throt_ut the depth of relatively thin stacks. Owing to this fact
w_ succeeded in identifying the nuclei detect64 in o_ter space as
excess tracks fixed in the upper sheets of the stacks.
_. Pre_ results. _ the nt_nberof tracks detected with the
stack N_,3 the flux of nuclei with Z _6 at an energy of 12 _eV per
nucleon is estimated to be 2.I0"3 (m2s.st _leV/nucleon)"I. In this
case the energy was estimated from the range-energy dependence for
oxygen nuclei and the detection time was associated with the expo-
sure time, 132 hours. The data from the stack No.l and No.2 ab_w
that the significant part of nuclei were Gbserved in the region of
an increased proton flux, i.e. in the BrasS/ magnetic anomaly, but
the statistical errors of these data are high.
5. _Iscussion. Comparing the present experimental data and the
results /3/we conclude thatthe flux of nuclei in Segtemher, I98_
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is by a factor of about 50 less than that of in Nay, I9_. This dif-
ference under identical experimental conditions ludlcates the large
time fluctuations of the flux intensity observed in the orblt. _ha-
se fluctuations can explain the result /5/ that the flux of oxyge_
nuclei with an energy _IO MeV per nucleon in the same orbit in
Ig78/79 yeazs _a,sIO-20m 2 s. st. MeV/nucleon)-I which is 20 times
as small as the_va3me we obtsdned in May, 1981 at the same so_az
activity.
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